
 

SCIENCE 2019 TERM 4 OVERVIEW  
 
In 2019 the Science focus across 3-7 will be ‘The Scientific Method’. Depending on their year level, students will begin and                     
continue to develop their skills in applying this process to their classroom practice and will understand that science is embedded                    
in their lives beyond the classroom.  
 

 
 

Term 4 Curriculum  Overview  
 

 
Year 3/4  
 
Students will participate in making toys using recyclable materials this term for Physical Science. They will be discovering how                   
forces can be exerted by one object on another through direct contact or from a distance. Students will examine how forces                     
impact on everyday lives and will engage in both a whirlybird investigation and magnet experiment where they will make                   
predictions and compare their results with each other and suggest possible reasons for their findings. 
 
Year 5  
 
Students will participate in the chemical science strand of the curriculum, we will practice safe lab practices and correct                   
experiment procedures to explore the states of matter. We will practice recording and analysing data and making conclusions                  
after our experiments. Students will learn the difference between a demonstration and an experiment by identifying variables and                  
understanding the importance of providing the right environment for a ‘fair test’. 
 
 
Year 6/7  
 
In year 6 and 7 we will  continue to complete our electronic games. Small components (buzzers ect)  may be purchased from 
home and used in the game however any games or devices built from kits at home will not be accepted for this assessment. 
Please be encouraged to buy and build from store bought kits if your child is particularly interested in this topic. 
After the games year 6/7 students will focus on Chemical Science including safe lab practices, correct scientific experiment 
processes, following and writing a method and identifying and manipulating the dependent, independent and control variables. 
There will be a forensic science incursion on either the 26th or 27th of November where students will solve clues to find out who 
committed a (fake) crime. 
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